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CREW OFF FOR BIG SEASON—HAINES
Relay Time Trials To Be Held On Board Oval Saturday

Rowers Gather at Dinner To Send Off Campaign

Crew got all ready for the big ice break when Bill Haisa rose at the rowers banquet to start the campaign for the season with the usual enthusiasm. More spirit and a lot of it was the keynote of the veteran mentor and every speaker who followed emphasized the spirit, spirit and then a lot of pop and we will have a world-beater. Yale Olympic crew, another step in the right direction. Make it a matter of science, we have to have spirit. Stumpdon up here is the message of the crew enthusiasts and if a preliminary showing is any indication, they are going to carry out their slogans.

Joel Suter Senior and announced that due to illness he was forced to resign his posi- tion. He also stated that he hoped to be back in the water six weeks and would try his first in the last of the first boat. Following this list of new boys he intro- duced:

D Licence Dick Bill
Bill then announced the appointment of Professor Dellenbaugh and the new crew for the season and then spoke briefly about the new members. Professor Dellenbaugh emphasized the need of more interesting in the sport and making a saying to the effect that he would be here for the coming season. Frank also announced some of the new members which are as follows: Columbia, Col. A. E. C., Harvard, and Cornell in a fourth or sixth place. The 10-pounders are as follows: Harvard, and Cornell, the latter being as a second or third team. The new members are: James Cline, Harvard, and Cornell in a fourth or sixth place. Professor Dellenbaugh emphasized the need of more interest in the sport and making a saying to the effect that he would be here for the coming season. Frank also announced some of the new members which are as follows: Columbia, Col. A. E. C., Harvard, and Cornell in a fourth or sixth place. The 10-pounders are as follows: Harvard, and Cornell, the latter being as a second or third team. The new members are: James Cline, Harvard, and Cornell in a fourth or sixth place.
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BUSY AFTERNOON IS SCHEDULED ON TRACK SATURDAY

B.A.A. Games Entries and Re- lcy Teams Will Be Picked For Time Trials

TO RACE HARVARD SOON

Saturday afternoon around two o'clock will have all the car-stuff of a busy hour, for On Harvard will enter a race on Saturday afternoon that will definitely determine the en- tries for the B.A.A. next and also the makeup of his relay team. This will also give the team a chance to try out the new runners before the Harvard relay which may be held a little earlier than the B.A.A. The men are now in a condition to race for Harvard, and they will be ready to make a good showing.

Clove Pushers To Hold Bouts

Preliminary eliminations for the best of three bouts starting at 6.00 o'clock and the elimina- tion bouts for the freshman will be held on Thursday night, the final com- petitors to be run off next Wednesday. The eliminations for the second bout will probably be held on Saturday or Satur- day. The third bout will be held on Friday night. The final elimination will be held on the last day of the week before February 1.
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Cambridge

R.O.T.C. Officers
Get your Brass Buttons, Insignia, and Small Bow Belts at reduced prices. występ to Technology R. O. T. C. Of- ficers on all equipment.

Rosenfield & Rapkin
15 School St.

TECH PRINTING

Boston Lithotype Print

We have special facilities for printing any kind of work on year book and Tech men find excellent service here.

311 ATLANTIC AVENUE

(Opposite Rowe's Wharf, E. L. B. Co. and scare of the
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M. J. Wrightson, Mgr.

ESART

Mid-Winter Sale
Johnston & Murphy Shoes
Sweeping Reductions

All models marked down. Our own original designs and Johnston & Murphy's latest—In all sorts of leath- ers and for every occasion. Visit us and be satisfied.

ESART

40 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

THE GROUSEMOUR, as advertised in the last number of the Tech, is a good shoe to wear. It is made of rubber boots. In trend the narrower boot is the style, but our shoes are made with a reinforced steel strip and visualized edge.

At Prices Which Mean Real Economy
J. L. ESART COMPANY
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